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The Less and More Game
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Practice estimation skills and decide what is equal .

What you need
Several containers of the same size
Small objects to put in the containers (For ex. toy cars, plastic bugs, 

Legos, toothpicks)
3 or more players
Music

What to do 
1. You want to end up with the most objects. 
2. Each person starts with 2 containers with different objects in each. 
3. When the music starts, pass your container with the least objects clockwise.
4. Keep passing until the music stops. 
5. As a group, decide who has the most objects.

What to ask
• How did you decide which container to pass?
• How did you decide which person ended up with the most?
• Can you think of a time when you want to know how many there are, but can’t

count them?

Did you know?
Practice in judging quantities in packaged goods helps you make informed decisions
(potato chips, packaged grapes, candy). Sometimes what is less and what is more
can be learned through “just looking.” Other times, each group has to be counted.



What’s next?
• Sort all the containers from largest quantity to smallest quantity.
• Identify items at the grocery store where it is helpful to know how to estimate 

quantities.
• Use only two containers and compare the amounts in each. Guess (estimate) how

many are in each jar and then count to see how close you were. Practice until you 
get good at it.

• Make the game more complex by adding an additional container so that each person
has 3 containers with different objects.

• Play the game with different size containers and different objects in each container.

To learn more
Number Farm 
by Stephen Holmes
Join the fun at Old MacDonald’s Farm. Each colorful picture contains lots of things to
find and count and provides some simple sums and number problems proving learning
can be fun.

More, Fewer Less 
by Tana Hoban
Where are there more? Or fewer? Or where is there less? The questions and answers
depend on what you see.

How it helps with school
Texas PreKindergarten Curriculum Guidelines
Number and Operations

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) Standards
Number Operations and Quantitative Reasoning: K.1C, 1.1A; 2.1
Underlying Processes and Mathematical Tools: K.15; 1.13; 2.14

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Standards
Number and Operations, Reasoning and Proof
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